“My Trip to Mars” Book List

Astronomy: Cool women in space by Anita Yasuda and Lena Chandhok
Birthday on Mars! by Sara Schonfeld and Andrew J Ross
Can We Live On Mars? Astronomy For Kids 5th Grade - Children's Astronomy by Baby Professor
CatStronauts by Drew Brockington
Curiosity: the story of a Mars rover by Markus Motum
Curiosity's Mission on Mars: Exploring the Red Planet by Ron Miller
Girls Who Code: Learn to Code and Change the World by Reshma Saujani
How to Be a Space Explorer: Your Out-of-This-World Adventure by Mark Brake
Here We Are : Notes for Living on Planet Earth by Oliver Jeffers
Hubble Deep Field: How a Photo Revolutionized Our Understanding of the Universe by Don Nardoe
In Space by Ian Graham
Life on Mars by Jon Agee
Look Inside Space by Rob Lloyd Jones, Benedetta Giaufret and Enrica Rusina
Looking Up!: The Science of Stargazing by Joe Rao and Mark Borgions
Mars by Conrad J. Storad
Mars by Elizabeth Carney
Mars: Evolution, Geology, and Exploration by Alberto G. Fairen
Mars rover rescue : epic space adventure by Andrew Rader and Galen Frazer
Mars up close : inside the Curiosity mission by Marc Kaufman and Elon Musk
The mighty Mars rovers : the incredible adventures of spirit and opportunity by Elizabeth Rusch
Mission: Mars by Pascal Lee
Mission to Mars by Franklyn M Branley and True Kelley
Moon Base Alpha Series by Stuart Gibbs
The Moon Book by Gail Gibbons
Packing for Mars: The Curious Science of Life in the Void by Mary Roach
Planets by Penelope Arlon and Tory Gordon-Harris
The Planets: Photographs from the Archives of NASA by Nirmala Nataraj, Bill Nye, and the USA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
The rocket that flew to Mars by Audrey Sauble
Science Adventures with Max the Dog by Jeffrey O Bennett and Alan Okamoto
Spaceships and Rockets by Deborah Lock
The space race : the journey to the moon and beyond by Sarah Cruddas
Ultimate space atlas : maps, games, activities and more for hours of galactic fun! by Carolyn Cinami DeCristofano
User's Guide to the Universe : Surviving the Perils of Black Holes, Time Paradoxes, and Quantum Uncertainty by Dave Goldberg and Jeff Blomquist
Welcome to Mars : making a home on the Red Planet by Buzz Aldrin and Marianne J Dyson
You are the first kid on Mars by Patrick O'Brien